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introduction
5 q

uring the 1970s, perva ive educational mood in the U.S. was
get to Airbiics. ' I call it a mood°

father than an organized molement because, unlike other movements
in edikatiorial history, the drive for basiceducation differed initially in
that it involved few leaders of a national political or educational tat-'N --"

'N tire; ribr were the basic education advocates enrolled in a single or nir
,While the backto-basks proponents varied widely in their.

strategies, a common philosophical straz1 ran throw thei argu--
S meths.

The unique characteristic of the current basic edu ation move ent
was that it qriginateclat the local and state levels a ong Parents 5iti-
ieils\ and laymen. Occasionally,a politician would s and the prai es of
the basics, btit professional educators were generally issing fro the
basic education tanks. Although a few could be foun ,n the Co roil

lor"Bask gducation, ,established two decades earlier in e 1950s, the
.majority of profesSional educators, be they professors. f e tusation,
school administrators; or classroom teachers, were generally ,a13;eirt
froth or apprehensive about the movement. When challengAl by basic
education' proponents, professional educators gad-ally replied t at
ihey did of understand the movement, could not identify what was
basic abut basic education, or took such g broad view o(basiveduca-

-tion'that they considered the current curriculum to be basic"When pro-
fessidnal'educaCors finally responded to.liTic ediAcanhan demafds in.,
the late.1970s, they were usually identifigc,4ith testing and evaluatiop
and were atterhpting to identify minimalcompotencies toodetermine if

at specific grade levels had attained Certain,minimal skills in,



realipg, ritrn , and computatioti. As Ott 19 Os bc,gan, the impact of.

,t1"e,F. rent ba ic education movement as nifested in_se_v_eral ways-____

1. Thede(nand for a ieturn to the basics was still being heard at the
local and state levels from 'thdividuals_and groups who believed that

f s-cTioo) graduaie;weie deficient in basic literacy,and matherriati-

eal competencies.
'2. 'Legislatures, school boards, tuld offices of education in a number

of stales had mandated some form of corpetency -based testing and
occasionally some form of competency-based curriculum.

3. PrOfees'ional educatOrs and their organizations were responding
to the movement either by debating the meaning of basic education or
by joining the effort to devise competency -Based cc...aticula and tests.

That the basic education movement of the 1970s has continued into

_the 1980s and that It will have a significant impact on ptofessionaledu-,
cators, school' administratorS, atiel-hmerican education in general is
widely accepted. Like other movements in American education such as
progressivism in the iarly twentieth century, thecontemp6rary basic
education movement 'soften misunderstood. The confusion surround-

.
mg basic educhtion

1

emanates from several sources; 1) The amorphous
characteristics of the moy ement contribute to misunderstanding in
that it means different things to different people; 2) Some professional
educators who feel threatened by the critical naturQ,of die movement
have chosen not to understand It. Indeed, basic edutation proponeRts

question the competency of profesSional educators often appear to

he on ;icjinfrontation course with the.sc hool-based istablishment.
In this fastback Lilian clarify the basic educatio movement by

placing It in a hisforical and philosophical context. In many ways, the
basic education movement of the 1970s is part of a continuum of simi-
I movements in American education that have occurred with almoSt
cloalike regularityappearing in rather regular cycles since the
1930s. I shall. 1) review tht current basic c'titicatipti movement that ori-

iginatkd in the.' 970s, 2) examine the Essentialist movement of the 1930s,

/ andl)Ixamine the argtimepts of The educational critics of the 1950s. As
.
these three episodes in recent American educational history are exam-
ined, a philosoplii-al rationale that emenes the tnarr.0 d per 1

sistent

theriies in basic education will emerge.-

8
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,Thie Cufrgnt Basic Education Movelyaerft
1,0s,,

therThan follow a strict chronology let me identify the major .
trends of the current basic education movement andcompare them
with the Essentialists of the 1930s and the critics of the 1950s. Today's
basic education movement is stronghTninc7rplious. While national in
scope; its impact Is most evident at the state and local levels. Often,
school boardInembers are elected basic education platfoims. Some
local and state superintendents of e 'cation have built reputations as
basic education advocates. Grassroots organizations of parents argue
for curripuluirr revision based on ,a return to the basics. Taxiconscious
citizen's watchdog committeesblten argue to cut the frills and fads and
to §et back'to the basics. At

conservativespolitical conservives andleaders (If mint.* groups may be found supporting the general goals
of basieeilucatibn.
. !rite ambiguity surrounding basic educlion moved Ben4trodinsky

io Write: .

1 )There is a movement in American education which irritates some educa.
tors, baffles others, and raises high'the hafklesof still others. Its stirrings
put many a school administrator and

scholar on tfieldefensive. It is usu-ally led by parents, ministers, businessmen, and politiciaAs.1

Since it lacks precise definition; aliSt of its arguments will,help to showthe current face of the basic education movement. P .

Criticisms and Remedies
ollowing are

1
some criticisms made_by proponents of basic educa-

tion and some remedies they propose that will cure the problems they
believe exist in public schooling: e

I. Cfiti sm: Educational experimentation, social promotion, and
.
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A he neglect of basic. skills has e led to attrition of at adcm it standards in
our elementarys'cliouls. Man) Atnepcan c hilch en eitht lime not ix c n

prepared adequate)), yin bast( ska II 'or has c bc M

4 i

n promoted %%int ade-
.,,

cpiple eparation n mese ,areas .
Remedy. Basic skills in leading. %%ming, and mulimdi should be

, eiupliasired more strongly melemental) se hoofs. Teat hen, and achnin-

iscrators should be held accountable for seeing that students ashiev
these skills before promoting them to higher grades. Furthet ti4ore,
instmcnon in language .ilts, natural sc ient e. and Ioc i:il sti I' muld
emphasize the learning of essential facts. concepts. and pint( line

s
2..Cratosni. Along %%int the deterioration of skill le. le-

. x.
mentar) \s`chools, standards of academic at hies einem in secondary

schporislase deilined. This decline ha,s been aggrasated b) social pro-
,

motion pglicies. pet musts mess, and a doss ngradmg of at mimic disc i-

phnes, with an attendant emphasis on decals es, nonacademic pro-
grams, and ininicOurses. -

Remedy., American secondary schools should suscuaclemic
courses in English, bast( sc tomes-such a is lietnisil) and pil)S11l, math-
ematics, .,.thisior). A limited number of s ()cantina! courses ma) be
included. AI?os,c; all, thy emphasis should be on the learning of lac ts.,,
concepts, principles, an d the application of subject tiluitr in a no-
nonsense, direct fashion. \.

,

3. (-Mu ism. Amen( an souet) has Limu n a dei line in fundamental
moral. ethical, and (1s( sallies. A general ssealsning of Tamil). teli-
putts, and patriotic sables has o« tarred in tu oat icth (ulna) America
In schools, this moral decline has been reflected in int reamd s iolenc e,

sanclaltsm, sexual promise nit), drug abuse, and alcoholism.
Remedy. Public mhool mu hers and administrators should trans

mu bast( sallies and txhinnss aLdefitud,stanclards of helms ior Ad-

tnitultrators and teachers should occult) posinuns ,f respec and me
this .position to assert the ham( sallies of punt IthtlitN, hard w rk, re-
spect for minium), obedience to the lass, and a general affirtna ion of

traditional American values.

4. Cruz( ism. Man, educators hase unmanned to the decline of
standards b) cle,emphasumg competition, by ads ot ming social pro-
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motion, and by downgrading the academic nanire of the school. Be--,
cause the academic function of the school-has been obscutd and di-
luted by nonacademic activities, administrators and teachers have
blurred their areas of responsibility il.have not been sufficiently
accountable for the academic achieve, inii:of their students.

Remedy: Public school administiAtorsund teachers should rewg-
ni7e that ',their primary tesponsib lity is then ...students' academic

.achievement . I hey should does cry t ming possible to promote academic
skill Learning and academic achie% ment. "Io make sure that they hil-
f ill this responsibility, they shout be held strit.tly a« ountable for the
success or failure ortheir,studen s through the use of tests and other
types of evaluation.

ttl
v.,

5 Criticism: Instruction in pilblit schools has deteriorated be-.
cause of the introduction of so-called Unlit% atise procedures. the em-
ployment of poorly prepared teachers, the emphasis ,on sensitivity
training and other group processes, and the use of pie -pad kaged «luta-
t ional materials In some cakes, students are gistrt coluplete ft cedom to
rhoose %hat they want to team n. Mans tea( hems ate unable to mat:Hama
discipline.

?

Remedy: Teachers should be mature. ethic_alpeisons, who' know
the content of their disupline and %%hoary expert in teaching it. Teach-

'-e-s should spend time on academic instruction and not on nonaca-
demic, social, or emotional adjustment activities. Instruction should
focus on textbooks, include drill, and feature recitations, daily home-
work assignments, and frequent testing and es aluatton.

6 CriticisM Professional educators tend to makeschoolingoserly
complicated They use jargon that is generally imprecise, often non-
sehsical, card usually confusing for parents and c miens. Often, they
engage in ill-conceived social experhnentationi.ather than concentrat-
ing on basic skills and knowledge. They tend to prefer the untested and
experimental to the tried and true.

Remedy. I; ducatots should be honest and dire( t ss ith the public and
respond to their demands, criticisms, ind questions in clear and direct
language They should not hide behind educational jargon. Rather
than encourage social or psychological expo unentatffin, they should

1 0 .
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do what the public pays them to doteach bast skills and subject mat-

e)
ter to students.

7. Criticism. Since the 1960s, there has, beet) too nun h untested in-
4osaiim m the public schools. The "IW%% math. "new so( i:dstudiO's."
and -new science." were introduced without_adequat testing...Friday,
students' performam r On SAT exammatunis reseal a continuing d&-
cline in academic performanke. Team teaching, open spa( e,
Aired s( heckling, and other "limo% at Ions" have
served to obst me the academic purpose of hool and has e-t reated

a pedagogical junglevfor parents.
Remedy. It is the time to stop the wholesale adoption of innova-

tions that often (lora( from the teaching of t liarc skills an subjt.t
matter:They are expensu e and have not produced masma )1c...ha-
ck:nu a( !neve:nem. The most Ore, the insunctional arrangement is
the self-contained clas'sroom in the cicmentary school and subject mat-

departments in the high school.

r8 t.sm. Amerdan public education has giossn Increasingly
burfaut ram- and expensive. Many s hool administrators are highly
paAmanagers who ignore or.neglct academic learning. Feathers are
unionised and have sought increased etamonna re%%ards tlit are often,
unrelated to educational purposes. Many costly soc tail sets ices have
been introduced into the schools that detract from the basi« urricu-

slum.
Remedy. It is time to restore a stric tly academic foe us to the schools.

Such courses as sex eclutatio. druer training. guidance. and drug du-
cation should be climmatcd along %. ith other frills. Public school
bureaucracies should be cut hack so that funds can be spent on skill .11
subject matter teaching rather than be dissipated on myriad nonaca
demic activities.

9. Criticism. Student aclue% ement in American public schools is
Imprecisely measured. Parents are often uncertain as to the criteria used
to evaluate their children. Often nonacademic social criteria are used
for promotion. The most serious threat to academic achievement in the
public schools has be'n the social promotion policies used in many

21



schools. As a 1 milli, at ademit .114 tillin( !hued %unit ii s ait pit nnoted to

higher gradt kids regartflessOl the it c unqu t nt ). 111011..111as of hint
tional illiterates an grad uatcd from high st hinds %%idiom comp( tt nt y
in basic skills. N'ot mill has sot 1.11 inomotion lohcred acatlemit stan-
dards, it .1Iso has loss ered national «moinic ptochntntty.

1?etrzed). Academic ac lite% einem tan bt lilt asmed pre( hely. Promo-
tion, from guilt to gradt and graduation bunt high st lit,o1 should be
permitted only after mastt ry of skills and kiitm lcdgc has been demon
strated on testso that at c matt I) measurt a St11411. lit'S t 011ipettn( ).

must Ix an end to the poll() of lilt sot cal inomonoll of font tional illit-
erates in Ami ic-an sc hoofs.

.11w foregoing ((nit isms of oui puliht schools and 110 proposed
rmtlies are the essential tin nu s of tut t omenippiao basic education
mo% eon nt. in light of chest c urrt nt tlit int s. let us nuns exannnt them
iu tA. o carlier but similar mola mcntstht Esstnnal,sm of the 1930s
and the school critics of die 1950s.

this.exammation sstll demonstratc that man) of Il,c t urrent
themes of basic edutation art not lieu but hat c mon red in tilt recent
past TJte recurrence of these themes suggests that professional edu-
cators hate not ails%ttrcd sonic fundamental gut stions raised rcpc-.11-
WI) in recent .1merit an edut amnia' history. Set owl. examining these
Rs° historic.O. bast( edit( anon ino%t Int ms from tin Inuit past makes
it possible to. klinf) and illuminatc stunt of the persistent philo-
sophical thteads that underlie the tnrent basin education posture.

12
13



'Essentialism

he Esientialist movement of the 1930s raised some significant but,
often neglected questions about the nature and condition of Anrrican
public education. The Essentialists, a group of professional educators
'Who challenged -the then progiessive- trends in- American educaiion,
were philosophical compatriots to many current basic education a o-
ca-tes.

Rejeding much of progressivism, a committee of professional edu-
cators consisting of Michael Demiashkevich, Walter,H. Ryle, 'M. I,.
Shane, Louis Shores, and Guy M. Whipple met in Atlantic City in 1938
'to preiiare a remonstrance against declining scholastic standatdsand to
projc1aim' the Essentialist platforil; Essentialism, a term used by
Demiis'hkevieh, saw the school's primary function as the pieservation

f *of the basic of human culture and the transmission of them to
tgioung. In announcing their position, the Essentialists asked:

ShoUld`not our public schools ore boys and girls for adult responsi-
bility through systematic trainin in such subjects as reading, writing,
arithmetic,hisOry, and English, requiring mastery of such subjects, and,
when ilecq.s5I, stressing discipline and obedienceP

Essentialisin's most articulate spokesman was William C. Bagley
j. (1871 1946), a professor of education at Teachers College Columbia

University and editor of School and Society, who set down the Essen-
, tialist critique and xeconimendations for improving American educa-

tick.
atiVoCates of basic education, Bagley charged that

despite "its vast extent' and heavy cost to society, public education in
the United States is in Many ways appalling, weak and ineffectixe." As

14



Arthur Bestor and Admiral Rickover would do in the 1950s, Bagley
compared, American public education with European systems and
found America'n schools to be academically inferior. At the elementary
level, he charged that "Age for age, the average pupil of our elementary
schools does not meet the standards of achievement in the fundpmen-
tals of education that ,Ire.attainedi in the elementary schools of many
other countries."' Further, Bagley found.the graduates of American
high schools to be scholastically band those of, tither countries.
Bagley also claimed that many American high school graduates were
essentially illiterate. He and, his Essentialist colleagues chargedthat the
;increase in the number of functional illiterates with high school diplo-
mas was caused by a decline in reading effectiveness. Deficiencies-at
lower grade levels in reading Bagley alleged, had resulted)n the need
for remedial reading classes in any high schools. Bagley 's criticism of
reading Listruction in America education was a charge that was re-
peated by the critics of the 1959s and by the bask education proponents
of the 1970s.

Writing in the 1930s, Bagley commented on his perception that the
crime rate had increased at the same time ch.-411141c school attendance

had also increased. He reasoned that the increase in schpol1ittendance

by a larger number of Americans should have reduced the crime rate.
Bagley's comments on the failure of-c-Kmpulsory school attendance

to reduce the crime rate resembled the charges of current critics that
public schools are not only ineffective in reduung the crime rate but

aft often have become, ui many instances, centers for drugabuse, v lolence.

and vandalism rather than agencies for cultivating a sense of law and
order. Like contempotar) critics. Bagle), severely intlictedthe practice
of social promotion. which. he said. led to "the complete abandonment
in many schools of rigtirous standards of scholastic a( Inn anent as a,
condition of promotion from grade to grade, and the passing of all
pupils on schedule.", Social promotion, Bagley, charged, produced
academically handicapped, m ergraded. secondary students In ho lac ked
mastery of fundamentals..

The Essentialists believed it was crucial that the currivilum be
organized systematically andtsequentially apd that instruction stress
logical, chronological, and causal relationships. In particular, Bagley

15
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condemned' he "incidental learning" theory advanced by such pro-
gressives as William !lewd Kilpatrick. his colleague at eachers
few:, who claimed that students would !can't fundamentalskills and
knowled0 concomitantly or inciantally as they solved prob!ems.

....parikiPated in group activities, and worked ost projects. Bagley
I charged that many American educators had substituted incidental

learnhig for structured, organized. teacher-initiated and directed in-
struction,Thefssenlialist attack on incidental learning ivassimilar to
the criticism that current basic education .0s-draws have leseled
against- hi.- curricular innovatiojis. ispecially those.of the 1950ssuch
as the "new mathematics." the ."new social studies." aud the various
new approaches.to science educition. While Bagley decried the de-

vs emphasis °Alit "exact and exacting studies" and the "disparagement
of-SYstem and sequence in learning." contemporary critics of the cur-
ricular innOvations.of the 1960s have charged that the 'Ddiscosery
method" or "inquiry method" is inefficient and causes students to
"reinvent the wheel" rather Ault master the funded knot% ledge of the
past in an orderly way. Contemporary critics argue that the process
and method of learning has been overemphasized to the detriment of
content. While the innovators of the 1960s promised that they would
teach children how to think, the critics of the 1970. and 1.980s have
argued that, in order to think. students must lust something to think
about Like Bagley. they argue that the c urric 11111111 should hate a con-
tent that is logically or chronologically structured.

During the late 1930s when the Essentialist platform appeared, th
I! S. was gripped by the Great Dept esion. In response to the social.
economic, and political problems of the Depression-riddenera, George
S Counts asked the question. Dare the School Budd a New Soczal
Order? Counts' query stimulated the growth of the Social Reconstruc-
tionist movement, which called upon professional educators 19 join
other progressive indisiduals and groups to create a nen society based
on an ideology of "democratic collect is km." Adamantly rejecting the
notion that educators should use the schools as agencies of social engt-
neer:ng. Bagley attacked the Soc ial Re:constructionist proposition as
committing the schools to a particular politic al ideology that would
lead to the inclociiination of students. 4

io 15
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Instead of indoctrinating children and youth, Bagtey anued that
' demrkratk interests iVould be served best by a schoo) pro gram that

emphasized fundamental skills and the learning of kno"wirtige that wit
of Unquestioned permanence and value. Bagley reasoned that a demO-
cratic society requires lite c citizens. A literate society, knowledge-
able in fundamental ski knowledge, was, for him, the "basis for
intelligent understan .' :nd for the collective thought and judg-
ment that are the esse ce of deknocratic institutions! "

Bagley's judgment th4r9 democnfiic society neded discipline
methods of inquhy anticiated'Arthur E. Bettor's call in the 1950s for
the reassertion of fundamental intellectual disciplines in the American
secondary school curriculum. Bagley's rejection aiding schooro
sociakeConstruction is similar to the arguments of basic ediica-
tion bropoftentrwho oppose using the schools as agencies of social
experimentation and directed social change.

Like today's basic education.advocates, the,,Essentialists argued
four decades 6r1ter that the teacher shotlidbe restored to a position of
central authority in the classroom. Again and again. Bagley argued
that children had a right to expect and to receive adult guidance and
direction.

The Essentialist Rationale or Educational Theory and Practice
An articulate educator. Ba gclearly identified the key concepts of

an Essentialist philosophy of education. Since the contemporary basic
movement badly needs a coherent philosophical rationale.

its advocates would be well ad'e ised to egamine Bagley's work'for sug-
.gestions toward a philosophy for basic eductilion. It would also be ad-
visable for theOpponents of basic edusvion to reflect on the funda- .

menta),but still Unanswered. questions that Bagley raised more than 4016
years ago. What follows are they key characteristics of an Essentialist
rationale.

An emphasis on effort. Learning valuable, skills and knowledge re- r
(pares the eicpenditure of time and effort. Many of the permanent and
persistent interests of adult life have resulted froui efforts that initially .

may not have been interesting-1n appealing to the learner. While the
child's interest shourifnot be ignored, all learning should not be based

17 _1 :6



on the child:sliinited range of experience. The Essentialist position
argties that thereare Many things to learn that, while they may not beof
immediate interest -to the Narner, can become both valuable and per-

' manentlir, interesting 'at a later time in a person's life. -

An-imphasis o ri discipline. Tti advIii6 the attitudtestint a person
hag absolute freedom to do as InF or she pleases, without regard to per-
sonal and social consequences, is I. to invite moral -wind social anarchy.
"Doing your own thing" is an insufficient justification in education.
Nor is it_possible for childreryd create and live in their own reality as
many rot tic child-centered educators has e suggested since the time
of Ro sseau. Genuine and lasting freedom is won and preserved by the
s ematic discipline of learning what needs to be learned for stirs teal
in a civilized society.

An emphasis on the accumulated knowledge of the huma.u.race.4
sustained inquiry, scientific investigation, and literary and artistic

1 achievement, the human, race has created a cultural heritage that is
one generation's legacy to the next. So that the cultural heritage can be
transmitted efficiently, it has been organized into units of subject mat-
ter, that can be taught at age-appropriate levels. As a cultural agency,
the school's primary task is to transmit the cultural heritage to the
young so that they may shareand participate in it. Fovhe Essentialist,
the transmission of the cultural heritage must be done systematically
and deliberately rather than incidentally or haphazardly.

An emphasis on teacher - initiated learning. The human infant is
long dependent on adult care. Children filive tte right to expect.that
adults y i 11 proVide the guidance and control they need to grow and
develop. Society has the right to expakthat teachers possess basic skills
and knowledge ,did have the professional competence to transmit that
knowledge by systematic instruction.

An emphasis on logical organization of subject matter. In elemen-
tar:;" schools, learners need to master the basic skills of reading, writing,
and ,computation. These fundamental skills have generative power in
that they are the foundation for leaMing other skills and for learning
organized bodies of knowledge. InstrUction in these important skills
shOuldbe systematic and sequential.

T11 accumulated experience of the human race is vast and corn-
, 1817
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plex. For histructional purposes, it is best organized into subject niatter
disciplines teat ate arranged either logically dr chronologically. Each
subject matter has its own pattern of organization and the curriculum
should reflect these patterns.

(Although learning by activities, projec(Nid discovery methods
may be appropriate at various tigtes in a child's school experience, it is
alwayt necessary that care be given to.organizing the curriculum ac-
cording to a systematic structure and sequence. -

An emphasis on long-range goals. While it is true that societthas
experie cid profound social change, it is equally true that the human
race ha Ibidiirg interests andconcerns of a pefennial nature. The
school' educlitional program should not be based on what appears to
be imniedraielYFelevant and popular at au) moment. Fashions and
styles may change, but the essentials of a go&1 education are perma-
nent.

As individuals grow from childhood to maturity, their interests will
`'chanO. While these changing interests can be significant, it is of para- k
I mount iinportance that the long-range needs of human beings and of

sdcietl be recognized in the education of a person.
t

What Abe the Essehtials?
'Today, basic education proporInts are often askedWhat are the

basics?-freqtiently, Sey disagree among themselves. Similarly, the
Essentialists were asked, "tyliat are_the essentials?" In responding,
Bagley oatlined an Essentialist curriculum appropriate to elementary
education.

Basic social arts. Emphasis should be given to the basic social arts
of communicating, recording, computing, and measurpg, which may
be translated as reading, writing, speaking, and arithmetic.

ti

Space and time. A good.education should provide for the wideni9g'"
of the space horizon and,the broadening of the time perspective. Space
and time, which can be equated with geography ancl history. serve to
acquaint learners with the world lying becdtrd th6r

etience. History, in particular, provides an acqiitlitiOnce with the
hum past, especially the story of one's own.coyiktry.

t
Hea th edutatton. The principles of health instruction arid the

t
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.
inculcation of good healApracticts'are basic phases in a child's ele-
mentary school pr rz..---,,. ^,?-7/

e-'
Natural scienc' T G.W. entary scho\ 1 cur culum should include,sil.' 4.7'

'the basic cpnalits atirmeth6ils of the n tural ciences. ,.A.r.
Fine arts. MEAN music e a place i an E sentialist curriculum.

Creative and expressive skills an es sho ild be ,part of a child'sI .
school experience. , .f. e,

Industrial arts. Unlike some contem iiry basic education pro-
/

pcinents, the Essentialists provided for in tistri' 1 arts in the curricu-
lun. . , /

ti
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The-Critics a dice.1950s "---1
le,T

. he major debates beaeen the Essbntialist and pro gressiveeduca-J
isnis,took place in he late,1930s. The en try_of the U.S. into Wkld War II

ed:-thispartiallar educationil controversy without resolving the
;fundamental` issnet. The fundamental issues raised by such educa-
lional:stutesmen of the 1930s as John Piwey, Harold Rugg, George

,-" COUrits, illianvHeard Kilpatrick, Isaac Karidel, and William C.
.:Bagley aited4or an answer. Such questions as the following were

is
. -not- r olved,in:theoty.or practice: What the purpose of the school?

-Sho cliChools,refleCt the cultUre or seek to reconstruct it? What is the
e
-..

hat of the curriCulue The of responding to way ti me .heeds . ,-
,

,4.11 to,peacetime readjustment took priority over the discussion and
.teioltiticin of such fundamental philosophical issues. 1,8

Ey_the late 1940s and early 1950s, American educatiAwasZfked
-

-, with urgent quantitative demands. A brief recital ofthese demands will
,help to-set the,sc,ene for the educational debates of tile 1950s. ft.

Buitipnink-enrollments. One of the rnosit pressing needs of the
1950s was to build new schools fora rapidly expanding schiool-age
populaiicin:"Many present -day school administrators had their forma-
tive PrOfeSsional experiences during the era of quantitative growth in
AmerieffilLeclueatiorr.Urictiruiiately some of then people simplisti-7,,---- ... p
-cally equated _quantify with quality. .

'4 demand for teachers. As the number of pupils and classroonis in-
creased din "the 1950s; the demand for teachers accelerated, School,sys-

,5 ,,tentS,:both large and small, had to cope with the problem of:teach, er
',shortage. Although colleges and schools of educati6n operated at high c



speed to prepare large numbers of certificated teachers, the demand for
teachers outdistanced the supply; andschool districts resorted to hiring
kacherswith pioyisional or temporary certification. Again, in many
instances, teacher preparation programs were devoted primarily to'
meeting the quazit-itative needs.of schelbling.

vi emphasis on adjustment. Like most postwar eras, the years after
World Var II were a time of adjustment for Americans. Returning ver-
era ns ad to adjust from war to peace; the economy had to adjust from
wartiTe controls to dedantrols; and most pervasively, Ainericans had
to adjust to a society that was morr transient, ore mobile, and.
affluer than ever before. A major new element in American life was the '

thcoscene of frenzied residentiai constrtiction, and the " flux of people
temergence of suburbia. The suburbs that ringed the I gecities became

who bought these new homes stimulated massive school building
.projects.

The social change of the postwar era was unsettling to American
life. The American family structure was shaken by the new freedoms of
the postwar era. Along with the pervasive social changes of the era,
there was an increase in juvenile unrest and delinquency. The new
times brought with them a greater awareness of and a sensiti% ity to the

t
problems of youth in a changing society.

o
Life Adjustment Education

In the midst of the vast quantitative changes that were occurring
both in American society andin schools, a new educational movement
called "Life Adjustment Education" was born. In many ways, life
adjustment education was an attempt to adjust to the stress of coping
with the pervasive social and economic changes that swept the 1.T.S,,in
the postwar decade. In Other ways, it tended to fill the vacuum created, .
by the decline of progressive education. While life adjustment educa-
tion was a response to the stresseand strains brought 'out by World
War II, it also became the target fora group of educational critics of the
1950s, who argued for a return to basic education. To understand thf
arguments of sucliritics of the 1959Vas Arthur Bestor, Hyman Rick-
over, And Max Raffetthlet us look briefly at life adjustment education.

The National Commission on Life Adjustment Education for Sec-



ondary School Youth was establilhed in 19+1. Along with this national
commission, a number of stater commissions were created with similar
pi....posThe impetus for life-a4ustment education initially came
from a resolution for restructuring secondary education by Charles A.
Prosser at a U.S. Office of Education conference in 1945. Prosser, a
long-time leader in industrial and vocational education, argued that
although Anericr secondary schools served the 20% of youth bound

for college and the '20% preparing For vocatio s, trey neglected the
remaiiiing,60%, who needed AEC 4tticustinent a 'According to
Vitalizing secondary Education, publish the U.S. (if
Education, life djustment education: /

is desiigned to equip all Atnericatiyouth to live democratically with
_Pr satis aim to themselves and profit to.si toy as home members. workers( itntl cit e t is concerned especially wit a silabl.Troportion of youth

of high h age (both it$ school and apt) whose objecuses are less well
served by ou schools thamthe objectit es of preparing for either a skilled
occupation or higher education.'

As life adjustment education de% eloped, several general trends
emerged that influenced 'public schools:

I A highly prescribed curriculunfwas rejected in fat or of one basen
on the individual development of students and their needs as well as the

-melts of society.*

2. All normal adolescents were to begin and complete high school.
3. Evaluation %As not to be used as a means to eliminate certain

pupils from high school.
4. A student's progress was to be determined by skills and uncle? -

standings gained throilgh participation in individual, family, work,
and civic activities railer than by mastering abstract concepts in

orenized subject matter courses.
5. The distinction between' extracurricular activities and the aca-

de.mic curricultim was to be modified substantially. Excursions. tratvel,
caminunity wordy hobbies, and other direct experii:nces were to become
an integral part of the educational program rather than ancillary to It.

Although-life adjustmeni education was never established on a per-
vasive national scalejt did make a significant impact across the emu-

. try. In general, the life adjustment approach. especially far secondary
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education, maintained that the purpose of the school should be broader
in slope than a strictly academic program. Schools should be con-
cerned'w4h a wide range of issues and problems that relate to the social,
emotional:ecnomic, and vocational.needs of youth. Further, since the
Americin publigligh school is an institution for all adolescents, re-
gardless of acade micalent or vocational destination, it should diver-
sify its instructional program to meet their personal and social needs.

It could be anticipated that those who perceived of the function of
the school in academic terrosyWiuld tend,to oppose this broadening of
the role of the school as confUsing and a dilution of its academic role.

TenZions of the Cold War
At the same ti me as American public schooling moved in the direc-

tion of life adjustment education in the 1950s, the tensions generated
bylthe Cold War 138nieen the U.S. and the Soviet Union began to have
an impact on knerican education. Because oLThese international ten-
sions, there was a great concern expressed about the role of education in
national security, especially in the areas of technology and science. l'he

'early successes of the Soviet Union in space exploration, marked by the
launching of Sputnik in 1957, caused a number of critics to make some
comparisons of U.S. schools with the educational systems of Europe.
In these comparisons, the American system was usually judged as aca-
demically inferior.

Critics, such as Arthur Bestor, afferty, and Hyman Rickover,
challenged in three .interrelated area th ,basic direction that public
education had taken sincetWorld War II: I) American public schoolin
had grown pedagogically we ,4t due to life adjustment education, whit
ignored the basic skills and academic disciplines.% 2) American pilbItc
schools were academically inferipr to the,schools of many European
nations. While Soviet schools concentrated. on the hard sciences,
American schools had de-emphasized the rigorous scientific study that
was needed for survival in the Cold War..3) An overly permissive atti-

c iude in American schools had lowered standards of civic and moral
risponsibility. This decline of standards'was particularly evident in
adolescent speech and behavior. -

r. The following sections will examine three of the majorpitics of the
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1950s and compare them to the earlier Essentialists of the1930s and the
basic education advocates of the Ift70s.

ArthUr Bestor and the Intellectual Disciplines
One of the most intellectually penetratingritics of the 1950s was

Arthur E. Bestor. Jr., then a professor of history at the University of
Illinois and author of two influential books. Educational Wastelands
'and The Restoration of Learning, that provoked serious debate'ovi3-
the purposes of American education.

Bestor fattpchetl an attackon professional educators f(
the academic quality of American education with life ad o-

' grams. He alleged that- certain professional educationists had banded
together its 7n interlocking directorate

composed of professors of edu-
cation, members of state departments of education, and school admin
ictritors.-to-proote-what was essentially an anti-intellectual educa-
tional philosophy. According to Bestor:

One of the gravest charges that can be made against the professional edu.
cationisis is that they have undermined public confidence in the schools

setting forth purposes for educationso trivial as to rotten the respect of
thoughtful men. and by deliberately divorcing the schools from the dis-
ciplines of science and scholarship,' which citizens trust and ralue.7

Bestor called for a philosophical redirection of American education
that would rewert the teaching of fundamental intellectual disci-
plines. Organized as they were in the !llamce world of science and

o. scholarship, these disciplines were to be presented in a systematic man-
tier wall students. Calling the intellectualdisciplines the fundamental
ways-of thinking. Bestof wrote:

An indispensable hinction of education. at esety is to provide
sound training in the fundamental

waysof thinKing represented by his-
tory. science, mathematics. literature. languan... art, and other disci.

splines evolsed in the course of mankind's loag tpwst for usable knowl-
edge, cultural understanding, and intellectual !towe t

Bestoriargued that the intellecithil disNpliro.s were much more than
a collection of fats. They were dis'ciptined and orderly ways of think-
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ing with organized structures and methods of their own: The public
-school curriculum, especially in the high scooi. said Bestor, should

stress, the ordered relationships and methods of inquirvPpropriate to
each basic field of knowledge. Teacher competency should be evalu-
ated on the basis of skilled instruction in each intellectual discipline

As Bagley did two decades earlier, Bestor. the leading spokesman for
basic education in the 1950s. defined the school's tole as that of trans-
muting the cultural heritage by means of the established intellectual
disciplines. Only through intellectual power, gained from disciplined
learning, would a new generation be able to master the problems of
new and changing ens ironnients. Thus, the school's fundamental task

was to transmit the pow er of disciplined thinking to the younger gener-

ation.
- Again, like Bagley. Bestor set down what he considered to be the
fundamentals of the. public school curriculum After identify ing read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic as fundamental in the elementary school.
Bestor gave his greatest attention to defining the secondary school cur-
riculum, which was to consist of disciplined study in Eke broad areas

I. The English language. The study of the English language in-
solved first. learning the rudimentary skills of reading and writing.
and then proceeding to the systematic study of grammar. As the stu-
dents progressed, they were to read and analyze increasingly complex
examples of literature .roil to poicnce writing under competent guid

ante and'criticism.
2. Mathematics. Instruction in mathematics was to begin s.. itli the

sunple practice of counting and then lead sy stematically through arith
men( (addition. subtraction, multiplication. and die ision) to the more
abstract and sophisticated mathematical reasoning represented by
algebra, geometry, and calculus.

3. Science. Science instruction was to Ix:I.:imitator') with the natu-
ral sciences and then become organized into the systematic branches of

biology, chemistry, and physics.
4. History. History was to be studied continuously w ith diffuse nar-

Limes, and then continue into the methodical study of major chron-

ological periods and geographical divisions. with special emphasis on

political and constitutional aspects.
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5. Foreign language. Students were to study systematically at least
one foreign language; they were to begin their study early cough to
ensure mastery by the end of secondary schooling.

Like the Essentialists. Bestor argued for a logical sequence in the
curriculum with the reasoning that "Because clear thinking is syste-
mgic thinking, liberal education involves the logical organisation of
knowledge'." Students need lb see the structure of the discipline they.
are studying. said Bestor. who opposed the trends toward interdiscipli-
nary studies.

Hyman G. Rickover
Hyman G. Rickover, known as the father of the atomic submarine,

.was another leading.educational cliOc of the 1950s. Admiral Rickover,
who supervised the design and Planning of the first American nuclear-
powered submirine. the Nautilus, had becothe increasingly concerned
about the academic quality of American education. In testimony before
Congressional committees and in a series of articles and books, Rick-
over compared the academic quality of American students to their
European counterparts. In his books,Report on Russia, Education and
Feeedom, Swiss Schools and Ours: Why Theirs are Better, and A men-
can EducationA National Failure, Rickover penned a strong indict-
ment df American public education. Ile claimed that the qt:ality of
American education had been eroded under the influence of Dewey's
Experimentalist philosophy. Like Bestor. Rickover felt that academic
quality had deteriorated most severely in American secondary schools.

Venturing into comparat be education td make his case, Rickover
charged that American schools were academically inferior to those of
Europe. His arguments resembled those :Oval y the Essentialists
some 20 years earlier. His critique suggested that: I) merican schools
were failing to tap the intellectual potential of acade tic-ally talented-
students:21,The public schools were contributing to an ducational lag-,....-

that was adversely affecting American science, technolot, . and culture;
and 3) American educators could learn trom the European educational
experience, which respected and cultivated human intelligence by

t iigoroth academic study.-t,
,Slariy of Rickover's recommendations for reforming American edu-%...,_
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cation paralleled those of Bestor. Although particularly interested in

science, Rickover, like Bestor, believed that a "foundation of a liberal
arts education" was needed so that educated persons could use their
"specialized training wisely."9 Testifying before the House of Repre-
sentatives Committee on Appropriations in 1959, Rickover outlined
the core of a liberal education as history, anthropology, economics, for-

!eign languages and literatures, mathematics, science, and English.")
To Rickover, American schools were deficient for their failure to

offer a systematic academic curriculum and their unwillingness or in-
ability to challenge the intellectual potential of academically talented
students. I

Rickover believed t t the American school curriculum had de-
generated under the influence of educators steeped in progressive and
life adjustment philosophy. The entry of academically weak courses
had 'detr ted ' .a the more solid disciplines of history, geography,
mathematics, and science. In contrast to the ill-defined objectives of
American schools, Rickover claimed that European schools had clearly
defined academic and cultural goals.

In palticular, Rickover believed that the multiple-track, ability
grouping system of ,secondary education in Europe was superior to the
American comprehensive secondary school. European educators delib-
erately matched a student's academic ability with an appropriate type
of schooling. In contrast, American educators refused to structure the
curriculum to fit 1 student's academic aptitude on the grounds that it
was elitist and undemocratic. Like Bestor, Rickover argued that a con-
fused and simplistic notion of democracy had equated equality of edu-
cational opportunity with sameness.

In 1957, when the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I, it did not take
long for public scrutiny to focus on American education. The debate
betKeen Bestor and his academic allies and the professional educators
over life adjustment education vrasanow intensified. The kindOf argu-

ments that Rickover wa3 making, based on comparative evidence, now
gave the educational contromersy of the 1950s an international as well

as a domestic dimension.
Rickover's testimony , Id report before the House Committee on

Appropriations in 1959 took place in a time of educational crisis, con-
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iroVersy, and:urgency. Rickover claimed.that graduates of the Soviet
Union's l0 -year school were at least two years ahead of their American

counterparts in mastering "sound, basic education," which he defined
as "mathernatics, the sciences, mastery of the mother tongue, know!-
edge of their own classical literature and that of major foreign nations,
foreign languages; and historythough their history study is colored
by Marxist doctrine."" Further, Rickover commented that the Soviets
identified their talented youth. particularly the upper 30% who were
sent on to the university especially for study in science and engineer-
ing.

Continuing to use comparative e% idcnce to support his argument
that American schools were generally academically inferior to Euro-

.? ppan, Rickqver compared Swiss and American schools. Unlike the
totalitarian and communistic Soviet Union. Switzerland was demo-
cratic. federal, and capitalistic. Although much smaller in size and
population than the U.S.. there were similarities in political, eco-
nomic. and cultural lifestyles. Despite these similarities, Rickover
identified some sharp dissimilarities between Swiss and American edu-
cational styles. For example. American educators tended to invest
heavily in bricks and mortar, in physical facilities, while The Swiss
frugally used Their resources for instruction rather than expensive and
elabprate buildings. Rickover wrote that "Swiss children obtain a
good'. but not luxurious, education." Educational resources were not
used in Switzerland for "elaborate buildings and facilities, for frill
subjects, for social entertainment."" In addition to spendirig their re-
sources directly on academic matters, the4wiss also used a variety of
grouping patterns that were appropriate to the academic aptitude of
students. Although there were variations in organizational patterns,,
the curriculum m Swiss schools stressed basic academic subjectslan-

guage, "mathematics, history, geography, science. Swiss educational
excellence was also based on national examinations, which, while not
compulsory, did encourage academic achievement.

In 1962. Rickover again testified before the House Appropriations
Committee to report on British education. His remarks were amplified
in his book, American EducationA National Failure, which ap-
peared a year later." Like Swiss schools, those in England used ability

. 1 .
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grouping. He particularly admired the British use of exa
Match a student's ability to an appropriate type of schooling.

Rickoyees-Recommendations
Based upon his, comparisons of American and European educa-

tional systems, Rickover, like Bestor, proposed a general program of
refoim. His program included the following:

I. American educators need to commit themselves to liberal educa-
tidn, which for Rickover was that 'marvelous pedagogical invention"

training the young to think and solve problems. Liberal education
would provide the knowledge base for specialized and professional
training.

2. The Amdiean commitment to the comprehensive high school as
an agency of adolescent socialization must be abandoned and replaced
by a secondary school system of multiple tracks that are appropriate to
astuderit's academic ability.

3. A National Standards Committee should be established to keep
the public informed about the condition of American education and to
formulate national scholastic standards in order to make the U.S. inter-
nationally competitive.

4. Elementary and swondary education should provide a suf-
ficiently broad terminal education for average aq,d below average stu-
dents to prepare them for a modern technolesiGI society and should ,

provide a soli academic foundation for academically talented students
to prepare the for subsequent professional education.)

5. The public hoots should concentrate on their proper func-
tion the education of young minds.

Max Rafferty
The contemporary basic education movement encompasses a wide,

spectrum of advocates ranging from academic. scholars and scientists to
the grass loots populist. In retrospect, the critics of.the I 956s also could
be placed on a continuum ranging from the scholar-historian Bestor to
the more popular, grassroots educator-politician, Max Rafferty. A pro-
fessional educator and school administrator, Rafferty was elected as
California's supthintendent of public instruction in 1962 and re-elected



.

in 1966 by Vvide_maigins. His last attempt a! public office was an unsuc
cessful bid for the 'U.S. Senate in,4968. Currently clean of education at
Troy State University in Alabama, he also %rites a 'widely syndicated
newSpaper column on education issues

Rafferty represents the kind of basic education position that is de-
rivea from a conservativ e political ideology, but it has strong pedagogi-'
cal implications. Although Bestor, Rickover, and Rafferty tnight agree
on some of the weaknesses in American education and on some ofthe
remedies for these weaknesses, their philosophical bases differ. Indeed,
the differences of the late 1950s and the early 1960s that existed among
the advocates of basic education are similar in_s-Cnile rEipec is to-theam-
bigu ties, n the current movement. v.-,

Rafferty's books, Suffer, Little Children (19624 and What:Are They
Doing to Your Children? (19(31), reveal a conservative pedagogical
position that is derived from a conservative political ideology. For
Rafferty, America's cultural and educational heritage was conceived in
the patriotism of the Revolutionary era anal nurtured in the nineteenth
century by the common schbors devotion to literacy. civic respons-
ibility, discipline, perseverence, and hard work.

In Rafferty's view of American educational history, the purpdse of
the public schools was distorted by the appearance of Jo'hn Dewey, the
Experimentalist educational philosophers, and the advocates of pro-

;

gressivism. The Experimentalists' stress on cultural and ethical relati-
vism eroded the belief in unchanging moral values. Child-centered
progressivism degenerated into socialization and life adjustment edu-
cation thit negated the school's function as an arackrnic institution.

Based pon his interpretation of America's educational past, Raf-
ferty's criticism of theconditions plaguing the public schools included.
1) a neglect of and a decline in academic standards throughout the
schools; 2) a decline in respect for the authority of the teacher; 3) a
Ipwering of moral and ethical standards in the schools that has led to
delinquency and violence and to what Rafferty refers to as "the cult of
the slob", 4) a general decline of civic and cultural values because of the
educational malaise in the schools.

As a political conservative. Rafferty's educational program is
largely restorative and calls for a return to certain features of tIje past to
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v.-sciii,e'prese. lit- problems. In this respect, Rafferty holds much in com-

monWith Bestor and Rickover. His remedy for a renewal of American
education made in the mid-1960s also shows a philosophical parallel to
the Essentialists of the 1930s and the contemporary advocates of basic

-education. In an article in the Chicago Tribune, Rafferty stated:

the purpose of a school is not to make pupils popuiaror well-adfisted
or universally approved. It is to make them learned..

It is to teach them to use the intellectual tools which the race, over the
centuries, has found to be indispensable in the pursuit of truth.
. . . the schools exist to teach organized, disciplined, systematic subject
matter to the children. The schools are the only societal 'agenciesspecifi-
cally charged with the performance of this vital function. If the schools'
do not teach subject matter, the children are never going to learn it.14

Although there were other critics of American education in the late
Fifties and early Sixties such as James D. Koerner, Mortimer Smith and
others, Bestor, Rickover, and Rafferty were the inost prominent na-
tional spokesmep for the basic education philosophy. Much of this
philosophy continues today through the Council on Basic Education,
which Bestor helped to organize.

The Impact of the Critics of the 1950s
It is diff;:ult to judge the degree to w,hich the critics of the 1950s had

an impact on American education. In sotne ways, their rgun1ents were
timely in that they coincided with the debate stimulated by the launch-

_

ing of Sputnik in 1957 and the enactment of the Nationa?Defense Edu-
cation Act of 1950, which funded a host of programs and research to
improve instruction in science, mathematics, and, foreign languages.
The emeigetice of Master of Arts in Teachingprograms in this decade
placed a greater-emphasis on academic subject matter in teacher prep-
aration than had many traditional seckdary teacher education pro-

,

grams. The educational critics of the 1950s certainly would have agreed
with these trends. If the% did not precipitate them, they certainly con-
tributed to the climate of opinion tharinfluenced educational reform
in the first half of the 1960s.

The curriculum reforms of the early 1960s were not simply a matter
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of restoring the traditional academic disciplines. Rather, the reforms,
developed largely' by 'academic-scholars and scientists, focused on re-
structuring the e.imentary and secondary curriculum in the areas of
mathematics, science, and the social studies. Other reforms of an or-

°ganizational and instructional nature were team teaching, modular
scheduling, individualized instruction, and open spad-education. The
intention of the curricular innovations was generally to introduce stu-,
dents to the process of learning in much the same way that a scientist or
scholar investigates a problem in a learned discipline. The organiza-
tionakChanges of the 1960s were designed to reduce the alleged rigidity
of the self-contained classroom.

Although some improvements may have resulted from these inno-
vations,.they did create serious communication problems with parents
and the general public. Parents could not relate to the new terminol:
ogy.-Terms such as structures, sets, spiral curriculum, and learning by
objectives, were confusing to those whose education had been in an-
other era. The various new organizational structures often made
school seem like a foreign environment to parents. Today, among
basic education advocates are many who are either suspicious of or
hostile to innovations. Indeed, theonly innovations that seem accept
able to them are those that provide ev idence that students are mastering'
the basic skills and subjects.

If the 'early 1960s supported the trends back to basic education, the
second half Of that decade had the contrary effect. The educational
policies of the federal government shifted to "Great Society" programs
for compensatory education, Head Start, urban education, bilingual
aritlicultural education, and job training. The activism precipitated
by opposition to the U.S. involvement in Viet Nam often spilled over
into the high schools, with both stcuNtits and teachers more socially
and politically involved.

At the end of the decade and into the early 1970s. a new breed of
critic emerged that called for a humartizing of the school. The message
of the so- called ngoromantics such as Joseph Featherstone, Jonathan
Kozol, John Holt, and others to reduce structure and sequence was
quite different from that of Bagley, Bestor, Rickover, and Rafferty.
Charles Silberman's Crisis in the Claisroom, appearing in 1970, looked
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4to the British primary schoolsnot for rigorous academic standards
but for progressive concepts of child freedcm and liberation, One of ttt
most severe critics was Ivan III ich who argued in DeschogItniSodseiy
that schools were actually pernicious to education and should be abol-
ished.

As the 1970s reached their midpoint, educational directions were
not clear. Political, social, and economic forces that were external, to
the schools were pushing and pulling them in a variety of directions.
Within schools, professional educators often seemed unable or unwill-
ing to point the direction, that public education needed to take. As the
1970s ended and the 1980s began, there appeared to be no commanding
educational leader on the national scene. There was no Mann, Barnard,
Harris, Eliot, Dewey, or Conant in sight.

Y.
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A

Return to Basic' Education

By 'the mid-1970s, the issues that had been raised by Bagley and the
Essentialistsin_the .1930sa lid by Bestoi, Rickover and Rafferty in the
1950s returned to the national scene with the resurgent basiceducation
movement. The current back -to- basics drive-appears to enjoy amore
perVisiie and popular. base of support than the earlier two Movements.
Althotfh the edUcitiOnal clHate of the late Seventies introduced new
,terminology that included words such as accountability, competency
'biSecr,etirrictiium,_ and minimal competency testing, the important
,issues are philosophical ones that have remained unresolved for the last
,50 years of AMerica's educational history, Both_ the friendi.and foes of
basic edtie 'ion need tnaddressthe following persistent philosophical
questions 1:W have_emerged in the last half century:

What is ksound education?
1What,ii,a;schopi?
'What is priMary purpose of a school?
Witat_is` the nature of the curriculum?
The advocates of basic education need to ponder and answer these

questions in the most coherent and comprehensive way possiblesp that
theirpoiition is n "longer based on scattered sources and conflicting
oPinioni.-AritagO fists need to exainiqe these questions in-light of the
historical of the recurring themes of basic education: The
isiues,raised-are not fleeting ones that will go away. As they have ap7__

speared in our edudtional past, so they will occur in our educational
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